Minutes from November 29, 2007

Attendees: Lydia Cochran, Julie Fraser, Nancy Logsdon, Kathleen Riepe, Dana Rosenberg, Steve Rummel, Deb Wentzel

Absent: Tom Clemens, Lisa Cole, Gayle Johnson, Teal Kaufman, Anita Moore, Joan Newgren, Jennifer Swartout

Steve brought the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. The minutes from November 1, 2007, were reviewed and a motion was made by Dana Rosenberg to approve the minutes. The motion was 2nd by Julie Fraser. The motion passed and the minutes were approved.

The next meeting date and time were announced to be Wednesday, January 9, 2008 at noon in room CCB 2012. Appointments will be sent.

The discussion turned to Goals – determining whether or not a difference in goals is an indicator of success within the dev-ed classes. How could a survey be designed that would capture these goals and how could data be displayed with stars?

Dana Rosenberg then discussed the charts from the CQI reports which displays the success in the dev-ed classes by grades.

Nancy Logsdon made a motion to adjourn the meeting. The meeting was adjourned at 3:00 pm.